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a b s t r a c t
Alber et al. presented an algorithm for computing a dominating set of size at most k, if one
exists, in an undirected planar n-vertex graph and bounded its execution time by O(8kn).
Here it is shown that the algorithm performs better than claimed by its authors. More
significantly, if k ≤ n/19, even a much simplified version of the algorithm runs in O(7kn)
time.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A dominating set in an undirected graph G = (V , E) is a vertex set S ⊆ V that contains a neighbor of every vertex
in V \ S; i.e., every vertex must be dominated by a neighbor or dominate itself. The decision problem Dominating Set of
deciding, given an undirected graph G and a nonnegative integer k, whether G possesses a dominating set of size at most k
is NP-complete, and this remains true even if G is restricted to being planar and of maximum degree 3 [9]. Dominating Set
and related problems are considered to be of central importance in combinatorial optimization and have been the object of
much research. The asymptotically fastest currently known exact algorithms for Dominating Set run on n-vertex graphs in
O(cn) time, where the constant c is around 1.5 [13,14]. Here we will be concerned with the special case of planar graphs, for
which running times of O(c
√
n)with c ≈ 24 are achievable [5].
Adopting the point of view of parameterized complexity [6,11], we may seek algorithms that solve Dominating Set in
a time that depends exponentially on the parameter k, but polynomially on the number n of vertices. For emphasis, let us
speak of k-Dominating Set (note, however, that this term is also used with a different meaning). As is standard, we require
an algorithm for k-Dominating Set, for each ‘‘yes’’ instance of the problem, to actually output a dominating set of size at
most k.
Alber et al. [2] published an algorithm for k-Dominating Set in planar graphs and bounded its running time by O(8kn).
The asymptotically fastest known algorithms for the problem have bounds on their running times of the form O(c
√
kn) or
O(c
√
k+n3), where c is a constant [1,4,5,7,8,10]. The prevailing opinion among researchers in the field, however, seems to be
that these algorithms are not very practical. Indeed, the smallest c claimed in the literature known to the author, obtained by
exploiting fast matrix multiplication, is around 211.98 [5]. Observing that 212
√
k ≤ 8k is equivalent to 212
√
k ≥ 248 ≈ 3 · 1014,
one sees that asymptotics may not reveal everything for the problem and that the algorithm of Alber et al. with a running
time of O(8kn) may still be of practical relevance. If k is sufficiently large relative to n, the time bounds independent of k
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mentioned earlier are better than those discussed in this paragraph. For example, 1.5n < 8k if k ≥ n/5. As argued below,
however, large values of k are of little interest here.
In this paper we investigate the algorithm of Alber et al. [2] more closely and show that a slightly modified version of it
in fact runs in O(αkn) time, where α = 71/483/4 ≈ 7.74. More significantly, if k ≤ n/19, even a much simplified version of
the algorithm runs in O(7kn) time. Note that k ≤ n/19 is the setting of most interest, both because of the assumption k ≪ n
that underlies parameterized complexity and in view of the algorithms with running times of the form O(c
√
n) or O(c
√
kn).
2. The algorithm of Alber et al.
As in [2], we consider an auxiliary computational problem, the so-called k-Annotated Dominating Set problem.
Informally, the difference from the usual k-Dominating Set problem is that each vertex is black or white, and that only black
vertices must be dominated, while white vertices can be used to dominate. More formally, the input consists of disjoint sets
B and W , an undirected graph G on the vertex set B ∪ W and a nonnegative integer k, and the task is to compute a set
S ⊆ B ∪W of size at most k, if one exists, such that every vertex in B \ S has a neighbor in G that belongs to S.
When S is a set of vertices in an undirected graph (V , E), let us write N(S) for the set of neighbors of vertices in S, i.e.,
N(S) = {v ∈ V | ∃u ∈ S : {u, v} ∈ E}. Given an instance of the k-Annotated Dominating Set problem, suppose that u is a
black vertex (i.e., u ∈ B). Clearly every dominating set S must contain at least one vertex in A = {u} ∪ N({u}). It is therefore
correct for a solution algorithm to step through the vertices in A and, for each such vertex v in turn, to include it tentatively in
S, i.e., to recursively seek a dominating set of size at most k−1 in the graph obtained from the current graph by coloring the
neighbors of v white (they are dominated by v) and removing v (it dominates itself and cannot dominate additional black
vertices), with any solution set S encountered being extended to include v and returned. The boundary cases are dealt with
as follows: If there are no black vertices, return the empty set (which dominates the black vertices optimally). Otherwise, if
k = 0, return ‘‘no solution’’ (the empty set cannot dominate the black vertices). We call this procedure ‘‘branching on u’’.
Faced with an instance of the k-Dominating Set problem given by an undirected planar graph and a nonnegative integer
k, the algorithm of Alber et al. first converts the given instance to an instance of the k-Annotated Dominating Set problem
by coloring all vertices black; clearly the new instance has the same solutions as the original instance. Then it executes a
procedure that changes the current graph through a sequence of so-called reductions and subsequently branches on a black
vertex of minimum degree, calling itself recursively (except when the recursion bottoms out). Each reduction changes the
current graphH into a new graphH ′ by deleting awhite vertex or an edge, and this is done so that every smallest dominating
set in H ′ is a smallest dominating set in H . The only exception to this characterization is the reduction (R3), which branches
on a black vertex u of degree 1, except that it skips the recursive call in which u itself is put in S (this call is superfluous).
In our discussion of the algorithm, we will consider an application of (R3) as a true recursive invocation, i.e., the depth of
recursion increases by 1. The reductions (R1) and (R2) delete an edge with two white endpoints (which is irrelevant to the
problem under consideration) and a white vertex of degree at most 1 (which is useless), respectively, and they are executed
repeatedly until nomore such operations are possible.What the other reductions do and the extent towhich they are carried
out is of no concern here.
3. The new analysis
If the algorithm of Alber et al. [2] branches on a vertex u of degree d, there will be d + 1 recursive invocations. It is
therefore important to ensure that d is small, i.e., that the algorithm can find a black vertex of small degree whenever it is
ready to branch. With a proof that they qualified using the terms ‘‘intricate argument’’ and ‘‘involved’’, Alber et al. showed
that there is always a black vertex of degree at most 7. Using much simpler reasoning, we will prove that on n-vertex input
graphs, as long as the current depth of recursion is bounded by n/19, there is always a black vertex of degree at most 6, even
if the algorithm skips all reductions except (R1) and (R2).
It will be convenient to phrase the argument in terms of multigraphs. We allow undirected multigraphs with parallel
edges (two edges are parallel if they have the same set of endpoints), but no loops (an edge is a loop if its two endpoints
coincide). Let us call a planar embedding of a multigraph stout if no face of the embedding is bordered only by two parallel
edges (informally, there must be an edge ‘‘between’’ any two parallel edges). Moreover, a multigraph is stout if it has a stout
embedding. The notion of a stout multigraph is closely related to that of a thin multigraph [3] and coincides with it for
connected multigraphs.
Recall that Euler’s formula (see, e.g., [12, Theorem 1.2]) says that for every planar embedding with f faces of a connected
graph with n vertices andm edges, n−m+ f = 2. The formula holds for multigraphs as well, since subdividing every edge
of a multigraph G by inserting a new vertex of degree 2 ‘‘on’’ the edge turns G into a simple graph without changing the
left-hand side of Euler’s formula. A simple variation of a standard argument proves the following.
Lemma 1. Let G = (V , E) be an n-vertex multigraph and let U ⊂ V be a set of vertices of degree at most 2 in G such that the
multigraph G \ U obtained from G by removing the vertices in U is stout. Then G has at most 3n− |U| − 3 edges.
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Fig. 1. Giving each white vertex exactly two mutually adjacent black neighbors.
Fig. 2. Raising all black degrees to at least 3.
Proof. Let H be the multigraph obtained from G \ U by repeatedly inserting an edge between two vertices in distinct
connected components until a connectedmultigraph results. Let n′ andm be the number of vertices and edges, respectively,
in H . We will prove thatm ≤ 3n′ − 3. Since this is obvious if n′ ≤ 2, assume that n′ ≥ 3.
Fix a stout embedding of H . By Euler’s formula, n′ − m+ f = 2, where f is the number of faces of the embedding. If we
view each edge as consisting of two ‘‘half-edges’’, one on either side of the edge, we can assign each half-edge to exactly one
face (informally, the face to whose boundary it belongs) in such a way that, since n′ ≥ 3 and the embedding is stout, each
face gets assigned at least three half-edges. As a consequence, 3f ≤ 2m and thereforem ≤ 3(m− f ) = 3(n′− 2) ≤ 3n′− 3.
Whether or not n′ ≤ 2, the number of edges in G is at most m + 2|U| ≤ 3n′ − 3 + 2|U| = 3(n − |U|) − 3 + 2|U| =
3n− |U| − 3. 
Remark. Essentially the same proof shows the number of edges in G to be bounded by 3n −2i=0(3 − i)ni − 3, where ni,
for i = 0, 1, 2, is the number of vertices in U of degree i.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V , E) be an undirected planar n-vertex graph and let S ⊆ V . Suppose that each vertex in N(S) \ S has at
least two neighbors in B = V \ (S ∪ N(S)) and that each vertex in B has degree at least 7. Then |S| > max{n/19, |B|/6}.
Proof. Let us call the vertices in S red, those in N(S) \ S white, and those in B black. We begin by modifying the given graph
in ways that leave S and B invariant, preserve the properties assumed in the lemma and do not decrease n.
In a first step, delete every edge between two vertices that are both red or both white. Moreover, for each white vertex
w, delete all edges, except one, that joinw to a red vertex—sincew is white, it has a red neighbor. Subsequently ensure that
each white vertex has exactly two black neighbors, which are mutually adjacent. This step is illustrated in Fig. 1. For each
white vertex w, let v1, . . . , vd be the black neighbors of w in the cyclic order in which they occur around w in some planar
embedding, numbered so that the red neighbor u of w occurs between vd and v1. Split w into d − 1 new white vertices
w1, . . . , wd−1 and, for i = 1, . . . , d − 1, connect wi to u, vi and vi+1 and, if vi and vi+1 are not adjacent, insert an edge
between them.
In a next step, for eachwhite vertexwwhose red neighbor u is of degree at least 3, insert edges fromw to the predecessor
and to the successor ofw in the cyclic order of the (white) neighbors of u around u in a planar embedding, if such edges are
not already present. If u is of degree 2, insert only an edge, if one is not already present, betweenw and the other neighbor
of u.
Define the black degree of a vertex to be the number of its black neighbors. Since no black vertex is isolated, no black
vertex can have a black degree of 0. A final step raises the black degree of every black vertex to at least 3. We allow this step
to turn the graph at hand into a multigraph, but the multigraph must be stout. Consider a black vertex v of black degree 1
(Fig. 2(a)).
Since v has only one black neighbor, it has at least six white neighbors, and all of these have the black neighbor u of v as
their other black neighbor. Because of this, it is possible to insert two new edges between u and v while ensuring that the
resulting multigraph is stout. In greater detail, let w1, . . . , w6 be six white neighbors of v in the cyclic order in which they
occur around v in some planar embedding, numbered so that u occurs between w6 and w1. If a new edge is embedded in a
face whose boundary includes the two edges between wi and its black neighbors, for i ∈ {2, 4}, the resulting multigraph is
stout, since between any two parallel edges there will be one of w1, w3 and w5. Moreover, we can step through the black
vertices and repeat this procedure at every black vertex v that is (still) of black degree 1. Similarly, for a black vertex v of
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Fig. 3. The graph with p = 4 in a worst-case family.
black degree 2 (Fig. 2(b)), some black neighbor u of v shares at least three white neighbors with v, and a single new edge
between u and v can be inserted while preserving stoutness. After the processing of black vertices of black degree 1, we can
step through the black vertices once more and repeat this procedure at each black vertex v that is (still) of black degree 2.
At this point all black vertices have black degree at least 3.
In the multigraph G′ resulting from the steps described above, let W be the set of white vertices, let S1 and S2 be the
sets of red vertices of degree 1 and 2, respectively, take U = S1 ∪ S2 and let n′ = |S| + |W | + |B| ≥ n be the number of
vertices in G′. A white vertex whose red neighbor is of degree d has, in addition to its red neighbor, two black neighbors
and min{2, d − 1} white neighbors—altogether min{5, d + 2} neighbors. Since the vertices in S1 and S2 have |S1| and 2|S2|
neighbors, respectively, the sum of the degrees of the white vertices is 5|W | − 2|S1| − 2|S2| = 5|W | − 2|U|. The sum of
the degrees of the red vertices is |W |, and the sum of the degrees of the black vertices is at least max{7|B|, 2|W | + 3|B|}.
Altogether, the sum of the degrees of the n′ vertices in G′ is at least
5|W | − 2|U| + |W | +max{7|B|, 2|W | + 3|B|} = 6(n′ − |S| − |B|)+max{7|B|, 2(n′ − |S| − |B|)+ 3|B|} − 2|U|
= max{6n′ − 6|S| + |B|, 8n′ − 8|S| − 5|B|} − 2|U|.
G′ \ U is a stout multigraph, so Lemma 1 implies that the degree sum of G′ is at most 6n′ − 2|U| − 6. The inequality
6n′ − 6|S| + |B| − 2|U| ≤ 6n′ − 2|U| − 6 implies |B| < 6|S|, and then 8n′ − 8|S| − 5|B| − 2|U| ≤ 6n′ − 2|U| − 6
implies 2n ≤ 2n′ < 8|S| + 5|B| < 38|S|. 
Remark. The constants 1/19 and 1/6 that occur in the conclusion of Lemma 2 are best possible in the sense that the lemma
becomes false if some ϵ > 0 is added to one of the constants. To see this, consider the family of graphs depicted with an
embedding in Fig. 3.
A graph in the family is parameterized by a positive integer p and consists of p2 repetitions of a basic pattern consisting
of one red vertex, 12 white vertices and 12 black vertices, with each black vertex outside of the boundary of the outer face
being shared between two repetitions of the pattern. The graph shown does not satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2 because
most of the O(p) (black) vertices on the boundary of the outer face have degree only 4. It is easy to remedy this, however:
For each pair of consecutive vertices on the boundary of the outer face, introduce two newwhite vertices connected to both
and both connected to a new red vertex. Completed in this way, the graph satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, and it has
p2 + O(p) red vertices, 12p2 + O(p) white vertices and 6p2 + O(p) black vertices. As p tends to infinity, the proportion of
red vertices converges to 1/(1 + 12 + 6) = 1/19, and the number of red vertices divided by the number of black vertices
converges to 1/6.
We apply Lemma 2 in a situation in which the algorithm of Alber et al. is ready to branch. Take G to be the original,
n-vertex graph and S to be the set of vertices already chosen to be in the dominating set on the current recursive branch.
Assume that the current depth of recursion is bounded by n/19, so that |S| ≤ n/19.
If a vertex v in N(S) \ S is still present in the current graph H , it is white. Since reduction (R2) is not applicable, v has at
least two neighbors in H , and since reduction (R1) is not applicable, these neighbors do not belong to S ∪ N(S). Lemma 2
therefore implies that there is a vertex in G outside of S ∪ N(S) of degree at most 6. Since this vertex could never have been
colored white, it is still present in the current graph H and black. Therefore the algorithm of Alber et al. will branch on a
(black) vertex of degree at most 6.
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The depth of the recursion tree is bounded by k, and the algorithm spends O(n) time per recursive invocation. For
k ≤ n/19, no node in the recursion tree has more than seven children, so we have proved the following.
Theorem 3. Given an undirected planar n-vertex graph G and a nonnegative integer k ≤ n/19, the algorithm of Alber et al. [2]
computes a dominating set in G of size at most k, if one exists, in O(7kn) time.
As is clear from the proof, Theorem 3 holds also for a simplified version of the algorithm of Alber et al. that skips all
reductions except (R1) and (R2). The significance of this is that whereas (R1) and (R2) are trivial to implement, some of the
other reductions employed in [2] are rather delicate to implement efficiently and to analyze.
If the algorithm of Alber et al. is applied to an instancewith k > n/19, each of the first ⌈n/19⌉ recursive levels contributes
a factor of at most 7 to the running time, and each successive level contributes a factor of at most 8. The latter claim holds
by the original analysis of Alber et al., and here the reductions employed by the algorithm in addition to (R1) and (R2) may
be essential. In order to make the most of this, we will modify the algorithm slightly. The modification, which is likely to
confer an advantage also in practical terms, is the following: When branching takes places on a vertex u with at least one
white neighbor but no black neighbors, successively include all vertices in N(u) tentatively in S (as before), but not u itself.
In the situation described, the modified algorithm therefore saves one recursive invocation. That this does not jeopardize
correctness follows from the observation that if S is an arbitrary dominating set that includes u and v is an arbitrary neighbor
of u, then (S \ {u}) ∪ {v} is also a dominating set—picking v instead of u is never worse.
Theorem 4. Given an undirected planar n-vertex graph G and a nonnegative integer k, the modified algorithm (that never
includes a nonisolated vertex with only white neighbors in the dominating set) computes a dominating set in G of size at most k,
if one exists, in O(αkn) time, where α = 71/483/4 is slightly smaller than 7.74.
Proof. Whenever the algorithm branches on an isolated (black) vertex, the corresponding branching factor, i.e., the number
of recursive calls started, is just 1. At every other recursive invocation, the number of black vertices drops by at least 2. This
is obvious if the vertex u picked for tentative inclusion in S is white, since then u has at least two (black) neighbors, which
are colored white. If u is black, on the other hand, u has at least one black neighbor v, since the modified algorithm never
picks vertices with white neighbors but no black ones, and u and v both stop being black.
Suppose that the algorithm branches on a (black) vertex of degree 7 in a recursive depth of s. According to Lemma 2,
the number of black vertices remaining at this point is bounded by 6s. By what we just showed, outside of the processing
of isolated vertices, the black vertices disappear at the rate of at least 2 per additional recursive level. On every root-to-
leaf path in the complete recursion tree of depth at most k, the number of nodes with a branching factor of 8 is therefore
bounded by 3s, so at least a quarter of the nodes have branching factors of at most 7. This translates into a running time of
O(7k/483k/4n). 
4. Conclusions
It is instructive to compare the new analysis described here with the analysis given by Alber et al. [2]. The latter is
prepared to handle arbitrary black and white graphs right from the start, whereas the new analysis derives its power from
the observation that the graph is completely black initially and only gradually acquireswhite vertices. In themost interesting
case, for k ≤ n/19, the new analysis yields a stronger result, O(7kn) versus O(8kn), and it is less tedious than the analysis of
Alber et al. On the other hand, only the original analysis can handle the case k > n/19 (if one is satisfied with a bound of
O(8kn), the analysis given here extends to k ≤ n/10), and it has the definite advantage of applying also to the k-Annotated
Dominating Set problem, which may be of independent interest.
As the analysis shows, for k ≤ n/19 a running time of O(7kn) is guaranteed as long as the reductions (R1) and (R2) are
executed whenever they apply, whereas an implementor is free to experiment with including or excluding other reductions
such as those proposed in [2]. Another possible heuristic is to attempt to branch on minimum-degree black vertices with
‘‘attractive neighborhoods’’, e.g., with a high proportion of neighbors that are of high degree and/or black, in order to make
faster progress.
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